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part of the Elizabethan chronicle play of Henry VI (sup-
posed to have been tinkered by Shakespear) grossly libels
her in its concluding scenes in deference to Jingo patriotism.
The mud that was thrown at her has dropped off by this
time so completely that there is no need for any modern
writer to wash up after it. What is far more difficult to
get rid of is the mud that is being thrown at her judges,
and the whitewash which disfigures her beyond recognition.
When Jingo scurrility had done its worst to her, sectarian
scurrility (in this case Protestant scurrility) used her stake
to beat the Roman Catholic Church and the Inquisition.
The easiest way to make these Institutions the villains of a
melodrama was to make The Maid its heroine. That
melodrama may be dismissed as rubbish. Joan got a far
fairer trial from the Church and the Inquisition than any
prisoner of her type and in her situation gets nowadays in
any official secular court; and the decision was strictly
according to law. And she was not a melodramatic heroine:
that is, a physically beautiful lovelorn parasite on an equally
beautiful hero, but a genius and a saint, about as completely
the opposite of a melodramatic heroine as it is possible for
a human being to be.
Let us be clear about the meaning of the terms. A genius
Is a person who, seeing farther and probing deeper than
other people, has a different set of ethical valuations from
theirs, and has energy enough to give effect to this extra
vision and its valuations in whatever manner best suits his
or her specific talents. A saint is one who having practised
heroic virtues, and enjoyed revelations or powers of the
order which The Church classes technically as supernatural,
is. eligible for canonization. If a historian is an Anti-
Ffemnist, and does not believe women to be capable of
genius in the traditional masculine departments, he will
make anything of Joan, whose genius was turned to

